
I am writing to oppose granting this variance. Street parking on Third St. is 
very limited on all week days as it is for the entire neighborhood. At the 
beginning and end of the school day all available spots are taken by parents 
picking up and dropping off children who attend Bach School. In addition there 
are many cars parking on Third St. and West Jefferson and all other streets in 
the neighborhood for large portions of the by workers and students and teachers 
who do not live here. While it is true that some houses have off street parking 
there are many that have more cars than can be accommodate leaving one or more on 
the street. And there are a number of houses already that have no off street 
parking. In addition this block of Third St. has two large apartment buildings 
that create congestion and crowding already. On Monday there is very limited room 
to place garbage cans at the curb because of street parking in the neighborhood. 
Congested street parking makes it hazardous for children who attend Bach school 
or live in the neighborhood and when there is no space at pick up and drop off 
cars often park in no parking spaces nearly blocking intersections which 
compounds the problem. In an already overcrowded neighborhood this addition of 
five or more cars always parking on the street would be a major contributor to 
the crowding and danger brought about by on street parking. I am sure that the 
owner of the property is hoping to preserve the yard by placing tenant cars on 
the street but I think if they cannot be parked according to existing regulations 
the request for a variance should be denied. 
Thank you,  
Sincerely, Margaret  Hart 
420 West Jefferson (corner of Jefferson and Third) 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 



From: Scott Kunst [mailto:Scott@oldhousegardens.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 12:06 PM 
To: Kowalski, Matthew 
Cc: erin.regina@gmail.com 
Subject: I support proposal for 436 Third St 
 
Dear Mr. Kowalski and the Zoning Board of Appeals, 
 
I support the changes proposed by Erin Smith and Clay Scott for their property at 436 Third St., and I 
urge you to approve them. 
 
Thirty years ago my wife and I moved into 536 Third Street, just a block down the street, and we’ve seen 
a lot of positive change in the neighborhood since then. We are big supporters of the Historic District 
ordinance, and we believe the Residential Parking Permit program has been good for our neighborhood.  
 
The Old West Side faces many challenges, though, as do the neighborhoods surrounding downtowns 
throughout the country. Many of these neighborhoods are filled with rundown houses that have been 
converted into rental units by absentee landlords, and they’re often blighted by poverty and crime. I’m 
in favor of decisions that will help my neighborhood continue on its upward path, decisions that will 
help attract home-owners who want to live here, who want to invest in improving their properties, and 
who want to help make this neighborhood a better place to live. 
 
I attended one of the information sessions that Clay and Erin hosted, and although I had some concerns 
going in, I came away a supporter. 
 
I believe that turning the house back into a single-family home and converting the buildings in back into 
residential units, as Erin and Clay propose, will be a positive step forward for their block (which faces 
more than its share of challenges) and our neighborhood as a whole. Although businesses have a place 
here – I’ve run a business out of my Third Street home for many years – this has to be first and foremost 
a residential neighborhood, and the proposed changes will help strengthen that. As for the parking 
changes, they seem to be a wash, and if we’re in favor of increasing residential density in the center city, 
we need to accept that more people means more cars (at least in the short term). 
 
I hope you’ll support the proposed changes for 436 Third Street, and thanks for all the good work you do 
to make Ann Arbor a great place to live and do business. 
 
Scott Kunst 
Old House Gardens - Heirloom Bulbs, www.oldhousegardens.com 
536 Third St., Ann Arbor, MI 48103, (734) 995-1486 
 
 

mailto:Scott@oldhousegardens.com
mailto:erin.regina@gmail.com
http://www.oldhousegardens.com/


We are writing to strongly support the application submitted by Erin Smith and Clay Scott to the 
Zoning Board for changes at 436 3rd Street.  We own the house at 500 W Jefferson St (corner of 
3rd and Jefferson, 3 buildings away from 436 3rd Street), and so are deeply interested in what 
happens with this property and to our neighborhood. 

Currently the property at 436 3rd Street has a house broken up into 4 apartments and a 
commercial building that houses a carpentry business.  Current tenants of the apartments park on 
the street.  Vehicles belonging to the business park in the driveway.  Customers of the business 
park on the street. 

Erin Smith and Clay Scott propose to restore the house as a residence for themselves.  They 
further propose to create two two-bedroom apartments in what is now the commercial building.  
Since there is not space to park cars for all the residents on the property (as indeed there is not 
now), they request approval of on-street parking for residents of the apartments.   

We support this proposal in the strongest possible way.  The neighborhood will be greatly 
improved by substitution of residences for the commercial building and by the restoration of the 
house. 

We understand the concern about on-street parking, but there would be no increase in regular on-
street parking by residents from the current situation, and there would be a reduction in irregular 
parking because the business would no longer be operating. 

We add here our opinion that a superior solution to the parking issue would have been to allow 
the first floor of the commercial building to be converted to a garage.  But, since the Historical 
Commission has disallowed this, the current proposal seems to be the best attainable outcome. 

We very much hope you will approve this project which will certainly benefit the Old West Side 
neighborhood. 

Sincerely yours, 
Elyce Rotella and George Alter 
500 W Jefferson Street 
734-478-1194 
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